FARMERS, HARVESTERS, AND NURSERY GROWERS NEED TO PRODUCE AND PROTECT QUALITY CROPS TO YIELD TOP-DOLLAR.

MDI sustainable corrugated plastic containers work to cushion, transport, and display fresh produce, nuts, seedlings, and flowers. Ideal for field harvest picking trays and carriers, during in-plant storing and stacking, inside hot or cold processing facilities, and while transporting or displaying.

WHY CHOOSE US?

CORRUGATED PLASTIC
- Delivers protection & reduces damage
- Provides convenient stacking & nesting
- Provides reusability & in return cost savings
- Offers moisture control & optional fumigation holes
- Made of food grade, high-density plastic

VALUE ADDED FEATURES
- Printable
- Galvanized Wire

Tree Wrap: Two-sided Tree Wrap for sunlight reflection or deflection.